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Section A 

I. Choose the correct answer: 

1. The following algorithm computes the standard deviation of all the scores on the 

AP Computer Science Principles exam: 

1. Compute the average of all the scores. 

2. For each score, compute the square of its difference from the average. 

3. Sum the values from step 2. 

4. Divide the sum by the number of scores. 

5. Take the square root. 

Which building blocks are involved in this algorithm? Note that there are 2 

answers to this question. Choose all answers that apply: 

a. Iteration      c. Selection 

b. Sequencing     d. Repetition 

 

2. Characteristic of Big Data includes 

a. Velocity      c. Volume 

b. Variety      d. All the above  

 

3. What operations are done on big data? 

a. Distributed processing    c. Analytical processing 

b. Parallel processing    d. Scientific processing 

 

4. If ................then...............else ........endif; checks for 

a. one condition     c. two conditions 

b. three conditions     d. many conditions 

 

 



5. A flowchart needs to represent a situation where for each mark, a student 

is awarded 'Pass' or 'Fail'...the system will consider the mark and if it's 50 or 

over awards 'Pass', else it awards 'Fail'. This is an example of which of the 

algorithm constructs?                                     

a. Decision       c. Loop  

b. Sequence       d. All of the above 

 

6. What's the difference between HTTP and HTML? 

a. HTTP describes what's on the page; HTML allows sites to communicate with each 

other. 

b. HTML describes what's on the page; HTTP allows sites to communicate with each 

other. 

c. There's no difference; they mean the same thing. 

 

7. Algorithms can use selection to determine a different set of steps to execute 

based on: 

a. Boolean expression    c. Math equation 

b. Pseudo code      d. Flowchart 

 

8. Who is the known as a "Father of the Internet”? 

a. Dinton Cerf     c. Cinton Verf 

b. Vinton Cerf     d. None of the above 

 

9. URL stands for 

a. Uniform Resource Locator   c. Universal Resource Locator 

b. Universal Reserve Locator   d. Uniform Reserve Locator 

 

II. List the following : 

1. List the parts of the URL:  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet#Terminology 

a. https-     

b. en.wikipedia.org-   

c. wiki-     

d. Internet#Terminology-   

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet#Terminology


2. In order to solve a problem by the computer, one must pass though certain 

steps. They are: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

 

3. List the characteristics of Big Data? 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

 

4. Write the following representations of Doman Name server (DNS). 

a. ae –  

b. gov –  

c. net –  

d. org –  

 

Section B 

III) Use the following flowchart to answer Questions 1-3.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1.  How many input steps does this flowchart contain? 

a. 0 c. 1 

b. 2 d. 3 
 

 

2. How many output steps does this flowchart contain? 

a. 0 c.   1 

b. 2 d.   3 

 

 

3. Which of the following statements best describes the function of this 

flowchart? 

a. It calculates the time needed to travel a specified distance at a specified 

speed. 

b. It calculates the distance that can be traveled in a specified time at a 

specified speed. 

c. It calculates the speed needed to travel a specified distance in a specified 

time. 

d. It calculates the amount of gas used to travel a specified distance in a 

specified time.  

 

 

IV) Define the following:  

1. Define Data Munging. 

 

 

 

 

2. What are the functions of http & TCP/IP protocols? 

 

 

 

 



3. Define Algorithm. List any 3 of its properties. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

V) a. Draw a diagram and explain the function of a MODEM: 

           

  

 

 

 

 

 

           

MODEM- Modulation Demodulation: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b. Who are the players in cryptography?     

 

Cryptographer:  

 Cryptanalyst:  
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